With a special section, two columns and two feature articles, this issue is more than usually diverse. The special section from ASIS&T Special Interest Group/Information Policy (SIG/IPF), edited by Brandi Loveday-Chesley, focuses on trust, security and privacy as well as issues concerning access to broadband communications. The concern with trust is particularly timely since that topic will be explored at a SIG/IPF workshop on October 31, 2014, at the 2014 Annual Meeting. Brandi provides an overview of the section in her Introduction and is the author of one of the section’s articles. In addition, Christine Lino, Grace Begany, Karl-Rainer Blumenthal and Christine Unsworth contributed.

In one of our feature articles, Robert Williams provides a detailed and comprehensive discussion of the ASIS&T Oral History Project, including its history, status and accomplishments to-date. In the other feature article, Michael Gruenberg discusses buying and selling information products in the library context, covering some of the advice from his recent book, Buying and Selling Information: A Guide for Information Professionals and Salespeople to Build Mutual Success.

With the return of our occasional Meeting Review column, Yuelin Li & Diane Sonnenwald report on the 12th Conference on Library and Information Science Across the Taiwan Straits. This year’s biennial event was built around the theme, In the Context of Big Data and Cloud Computing: A Multi-Dimensional LIS. With funding provided by ASIS&T, keynote speaker Diane H. Sonnenwald discussed visioning to explore the impact of future technologies, and the Association also sponsored a lunch and presented information on the benefits of ASIS&T membership. A short report on ASIS&T and ASIS&T-member participation at the LIDA (Libraries in the Digital Age) conference in Croatia in June and the associated European Chapter meeting is also covered in Inside ASIS&T.

In this issue’s RDAP Review, Sara Mannheimer discusses the strategy of the Montana State University Library to promote its data management services on campus.

And finally, in the President’s Page, Harry Bruce reports on the recent Board retreat and plans for a strategic planning exercise.

I look forward to seeing you soon in Seattle.